The examination of teacher student communication process in the classroom: mathematical communication process model
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Abstract. When it is taken into account that educational environments include communication processes between teachers and students, the existence of mathematical communication processes in math classes can also be mentioned. In this communication process, mathematical is considered as a lingua franca which ensure mutual understanding and using mathematical sentences - setting up a model, making a logical inferences, using mathematical symbols and abstraction are behaviors being expected from communicators. In this study, which is a part of a larger-scale study, it is discussed whether functional communication model can be obtained by deeply analyzing the communication between teacher and student in mathematics education process. This study is conducted by 9th grade students from two branches and two mathematics teachers, teachers' ways of using the language of mathematics have been compared by observing the mathematical communication processes during teaching the triangles. Content analysis has been made to observation data. It has been seen that mathematical communication process has a dynamic pattern. More than one factor affecting the process emerged. Therefore, it is concluded that mathematical communication is a process which must be handled multidimensional and functional model emerged.

1 Introduction

Communication, which communicators are expected to act depending on information they interchange [13], is a cyclic process which includes sequential behaviours depending on an action and a reaction between the source and receiver [14]. Educational environments include communication processes between teachers and students. When every class is regarded as a communication environment which can be handled within itself, math classes can be considered as a process practiced by using objects belong to mathematics. Mathematics, which forms this process, must be handled as a lingua franca which ensures
people to make sense of universe [7] beyond being an object in which basic calculations are made. The ability to use this language effectively is equal to understand, interpret and produce what is said [3]. In mathematical communication processes, using mathematical sentences - setting up a model, making a logical inferences, using mathematical symbols and abstraction are behaviours expected from communicators [1]. Cognitive levels defined in Bloom's Taxonomy [2] can be shown as reasons to these behaviours. Original information is possible when learning of individuals progresses from comprehension level to synthesis level. Hence, in mathematical communication processes, information which transferred as a message must be taught individuals in high level. In this regard, teachers' ways to guide students to synthesis, used language and communication types can be analyzed. In learning mathematics, language is crucial and is handled by different theoretical perspectives [8]. In the study, mathematics teachers' ways of using mathematics as a language have been analyzed and whether a functional model can be obtained has been discussed by analyzing communication between teacher and student deeply in mathematics education process.

2 Method

Method is required to clarify theoretical framework of the study, with whom to collaborate, the way of obtaining data [9]. Therefore, in this chapter the paradigm of the study, pattern, participants, and methods and techniques to collect data will be explained one by one.

2.1 Paradigm and Design

Scientific methods, which are used in studies, change according to the researchers' points of view about scientific knowledge [6]. Paradigms, which are common idea accepted in a study field in a specific time [10], are the most general framework stating the researchers' view about knowledge [14]. In the study, to put forward mathematical communication process holistically has been aimed. This aim has been formed in the light of the qualitative paradigm which enables to descript deeply and give an opportunity to interpret [15]. It is a qualitatively-oriented study and puts forward a case. It is a case study because mathematical communication processes between students and teachers during the subject triangles have been analyzed and interpreted deeply [5].

2.2 Study Group

The sample was selected as small groups which revealed the situation. Hereby, to obtain in-depth information was aimed. With this aspect, sample selection is a purposive sampling [11]. In a study handled with 9th grades in an Anatolian high school, there were 68 students from 2 different classes and mathematics teachers. In each class which contained 34 students, 2 different teachers gave the lecture. Classes were used as C1 and C2 codes.

2.3 Data Collection Tool

Data are obtained by observing participants in the studies which researchers analyze social conditions deeply in their habitat and obtain the data of 'active' and 'natural' [4]. In a technique of observation, which is variant depending on the role of the researcher in a process, collecting information by interacting with the participant during the case is participant observation [12]. In this way, to learn the reasons of participants' behaviours is
aimed. In this context, teachers and students' mathematical communication processes were observed in the math classes which are social learning environments. Researcher involved in the process and analyzed the reasons for the behaviours. Observations which were made 7 weeks long, took place as an intermittent observation [4]. Non-successive classes were examined and observations were made as an unfigured with the purpose of handling holistically. Data were obtained by following the process with sound recording and field notes. In the study which is a part of a comprehensive study, teachers' written and verbal types of using mathematical language and its effects were analyzed. 8 hours of classes contains gains on common depending on teachers' speed of using time. The rest of the observations consist of different gains.

2.4 Analysis of Data

In the study in which the effects of mathematical language on students were examined, teachers' types of using mathematical language were evaluated. Observation data were examined through making content analysis. Two different classes and teachers were observed in the study and instead of comparative analysis, complementarity analysis was used with the aim of putting forward the all variables of the process. In other word, findings were not evaluated according to the existence in C1 and C2, but evaluated according to accruement in mathematical communication process. While common behaviours of teachers and students were analyzed firstly in common gains, the behaviours which differentiate the process were prioritized in uncommon gains.

3 Findings

It was seen that mathematical process was a process between one or more than one individual. With the content analysis of mathematical communication process, which was evaluated according to the individuals' relationships with each other in classroom environment, observation data were handled and consequently three different types emerged;

- The communication process performed by students and teachers (Teacher Student Communication)
- The communication process students perform with each other (Student-Student Communication)
- The communication process students perform with themselves (Internal Communication of the Students)

Teachers' and students' density of status in the mathematical communication process changed. This density varied depending on the content and duration of teaching. At either case, activity of teachers or students in a process changed. It was seen that continuity of mathematical communication between teachers and students in and out of class had changed based on activity. During the observations in class C1, it was observed that teacher was mainly active. And in the class C2 students were more active. In mathematical communication processes, which had the same gains, communication period in second class was more than first class. In a similar way, activeness of students also increased mathematical communication period (Figure 1)
From these processes, which happened in two classes, teacher-student communication occurred more frequent in the classroom. On the other hand, student-student communication was encountered more frequently out-of-class (Figure 2).

Behaviours were specified, which were shown in mathematical communication processes. It was seen that educational effectiveness in mathematical communication processes in class occurred in the form of conversations. 70% of this period was far from the symbolic structure of mathematics, and was description-based. Besides, feedback was sent in written in response to dialogue from time to time within the process. In this type of communication, generally symbolic and numerical structure of mathematics was used. On the other hand, in the communication processes in which only writing was used, mainly symbolic and numerical structure of mathematics was used. In this process that generally emerged in problem-solving, shapes, numbers, equations were used based on the subject which was being studied.

In evaluations which depending on the content of teaching, it was seen that in both classes the objects, which form the symbolic structure of mathematics in mathematical communication, were used. Besides, the communication processes occurred, which use only verbal statements. Additionally, there were the situations that verbal statements supported the mathematical objects. While mathematical objects were used in written communication, verbal descriptions were in the form of verbal communication. For instance, in a mathematical communication process which occurs during a problem-solving in a class, a part of a dialogue in the first class is like;
4 Discussion and Conclusion

In mathematical communication process, which is considered within the context of the relationships of individuals, more than one type of communication emerged and this showed us that individuals got involved the process periodically in educational environments. Moreover, being different of the communication between teachers and students in and out of class, was interpreted as the process must be evaluated by time. It was seen that the written communication of teachers maintained the continuity of the mathematical communication process. That the written communication process must be supported by verbal communication process was determined. It was concluded that mathematical communication process must be regarded as written and verbal processes. In this context, a modelling related to language and individual is possible. Names are important for the next phases of the communication, because they are taken as symbols which express objects successfully [13]. Thereby, in communication process, describing the mathematical objects is significant. As in the example, not showing the edge angle on the shape is considered as a positive behaviour in terms of reading the question text. Moreover, it is thought that stating the question text in verbal, has a directive effect. Thus, it was concluded that written and verbal communication processes must be used together in mathematical communication processes.

It was concluded that the mathematical communication process was an interaction, which occurred by using mathematical objects and verbal descriptions with individuals themselves or different individuals. This interactive process must be considered as multidimensional [14]. Observations showed that the mathematical communication process could be handled within the context of "person", "time", "type" and "language units". Thus, it was revealed that mathematical communication was a process which could be studied in four main aspects basically. The aspects can be evaluated as the areas of investigation of the mathematical communication process. It is thought that when handled comparatively with each other, the factors which affect the mathematical communication process contribute to put forward through linguistic content. Therefore, the themes which belong to the analysis process in the studies, where the mathematical communication process was discussed, emerged (Figure 3).

Besides, it was specified that there were two aspects which provided every process to be an area of investigation in itself. Because the intensity of observations was in class, it was seen that the communication process in class also had a written and verbal aspects. It was specified that when these two aspects were matched, there could be three different subareas. Moreover, based on the effect of the activeness of teachers and students on communication periods, it was possible to study as a three different area of investigation (Figure 4).
The studies, where the descriptions of the mathematical objects in class were handled in context with the symbols and verbal statements, can be regarded as another research area in modelling of the mathematical communication process. Furthermore, it was revealed that the communication skill, which got involved to mathematics teaching program, must be provided to be functional in practice.
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